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Too Late For Hallelujah
Aslan

Intro: D x2 (Riff)

              D x2              G x2
What have you got that you can leave behind.
                Bm x2         A x2 
If it fits in a box was it a waste of time? 
         D x2                G x2 
Do you deserve how cold you feel right now? 
              Bm x2                    A x2 
What have you learnt? Did you stop to write it down?

    D x2                         G x2 
You never needed anyone but you need someone today.
    Bm x2                        A x2 
You never needed anyone but you need someone today.
 
G x1     A x1        Bm x1          A x1        G x1 
When it all breaks down. When it all breaks up.
         A x1      Bm x1     A x1         
And it s too late now. Too late for Hallelujah.
G x1     (A x1 Bm x1   A x1)      G(Sustain)   A(Sustain)         D(Sustain)
When you burn.. and fall. Too late, too... late for Hallelujah.
 

D x2                      G x2 
How did it taste at your table for one? 
            Bm x2               A x2 
How did you dance if you never held someone?
    D x2                                   G x2 
You never asked for anything and that s exactly what you ve got.
Bm x2                                A x2
Desperately you tried to change but every skin just feels the same. 
 
G x1     A x1        Bm x1          A x1        G x1 
When it all breaks down. When it all breaks up.
         A x1      Bm x1     A x1                  G x1     (A x1 Bm x1   A x1) 
 
And it s too late now. Too late for Hallelujah. When you burn.. and fall. 
G x1       A x1             Bm x1        D x1
I used to hear you say;   Nothing can change your mind  .
G x1         A x1          Bm x1              D x1
Look at the angels pray. Only the truth survives.
    G x1 A x1     Bm x1 D x1     G x1       A x1           
Too late... too late.... Too late, too late for Hallelujah. 

G x1     A x1        Bm x1          A x1        G x1 
When it all breaks down. When it all breaks up.



         A x1      Bm x1     A x1                  G x1     (A x1 Bm x1 A x1)
And it s too late now. Too late for Hallelujah. When you burn.........       
G x1       A x1              Bm x1                D x1
I used to hear you say too late;   Nothing can change your mind  . 
    G x1               A x1          Bm x1              D x1
Too late, look at the angels pray. Only the truth survives.
    G x1 A x1     Bm x1 D x1     G x1       A x1                 Bm(Sustain)
Too late... too late.... Too late, too late for Hallelujah. 


